
i will have call you  
 
A multi-layered project which includes montage, juxtaposition and filtration using 
still and moving imagery, exploring ways in which social media extends identity. It 
was made with and is about the technology which informs our digital culture. 
 
 
The last time my friend Jenny was able to communicate with me using symbolic 
linguistic signs she said, “I will have call you maya deren”. Relying on eye-gaze 
technology, she blinked it to me via a messenger app roughly six weeks before she 
died after I told her I had received positive feedback from my tutor for an 
assignment, which incorporated of some of the ideas she had explored in her thesis 
(Baylis, 2001).  
 
One of the key things I have been investigating throughout and before signing up 
to Self & Other is the way fixed boundaries around the sign appear to be dissolving 
or are being recalibrated, as well as a sense of reactive entrenchment by some 
groups, and the possible reasons behind these trends. I have also been concerned 
with how language shapes our reality. In particular, I am interested in how the 
language of science, which informs our technology, has influenced expectations of 
what is possible. For instance, we might click on a link and then navigate through to 
a new page - an action which we internalise and may expect off-screen. In art and 
philosophy notions of absence and presence have long been explored but some 
critical thinkers believe pattern and randomness (terms taken directly from quantum 
science, and which lie behind the technology we use) are more relevant nowadays. 
This shift is having a profound effect on the way we think about everything right 
down to how we relate to notions of life and death.  
 
In work inspired by Maya Deren’s Meshes of the Afternoon by (1943), produced 
when moving image was relatively young and women working within it more usually 
hidden or objectified, I have explored a relationship with digital reality via the 
process I used, as well as within a similar non-linear narrative. I have made much use 
of proprietary apps and filters available this century and utilised by many with 
tremendous and astonishing ease. Filters are seen as ‘less than’, while ‘authentic’ 
film stock is often privileged over what we might do with our phones. However, 
these GIFs and a short film were mostly shot and edited on my phone, with filters 
which I used to make it look a bit like the world we currently live in; fractured, 
extreme, strange, unreal. Not only am I using the lowest of the low in terms of 
commodity value (proprietary filters) in work about a world which is so influenced by 
such easily altered images, I am reproducing the images repeatedly, mostly on my 
phone, and layering; perhaps a response to Benjamin’s thoughts on reproduction.  
 
The work is made to honour, celebrate and thank my friend, Jenny. Before having a 
child Jenny taught film studies and during her final months, we spoke on our phones 
via a messenger app. Technology extended the time she was able to use her ‘voice’ 
and indeed the reach of her self. Perhaps this work asks how we begin to reconcile 



our increasingly detailed scientific knowledge with our evolutionary human habit of 
wanting, needing and looking for meaning. It is made with love and sadness.  
 


